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Quasiresonance ionization of large multicharged clusters in a strong laser field
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School of Chemistry, Tel-Aviv University, Ramat Aviv, Tel Aviv 69978, Israel

~Received 11 January 1999!

The high-order multielectron ionization of Xe531, Xe1061, and Xe2097clusters in a strong laser field is studied
using classical dynamics. The simulations are performed in the frozen geometry approximation for fixed ionic
charges, so that only the evolution of the electrons, which are unbound to the ions, is examined. The depen-
dence of the ionization efficiency on the laser frequency and cluster radius is manifested by pronounced
maxima. The presence of these maxima favors the quasiresonance ionization mechanism, which is related to
the motion of the unbound electrons in the entire cluster. The high level of ionization~q;8 – 18 per atom! is
realized in the expanded cluster, due to the Coulomb explosion.@S1050-2947~99!07408-9#

PACS number~s!: 36.40.2c
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I. INTRODUCTION

High levels of multielectron ionization of molecules an
clusters are realized by photoionization in a strong laser fi
@1–13#. The multielectron ionization leads to a Coulomb e
plosion and to the production of multicharged atomic io
Such an atomic ion production process is called multiel
tron dissociative ionization~MEDI!. The kinetic energy of
the product ions increases with the system size reaching;1
MeV in large van der Waals~vdW! clusters composed of
few thousand atoms@6#. Another striking feature of the Cou
lomb explosion of large clusters is the generation of hig
charged~up to Xe401! atomic ions@7#.

The theoretical interpretation of the ionization proces
in large clusters is of considerable interest. The quasist
plasma heating mechanism@10,12# provides a possible rout
for the ionization of large clusters. However, the existence
a quasistable plasma in multicharged large clusters at
time scale of several fs is questionable@14#. Before discuss-
ing the possible mechanism of large cluster ionization, i
useful to briefly describe the ionization mechanisms in sm
clusters and molecules. In valence diatomic molecules
multielectron ionization in a strong laser field is described
the charge resonance enhancement ionization~CREI! mecha-
nism, which takes into account that the electron motion
tween two ions can be slowed down by an inner poten
barrier@15–19#. This barrier rises with the interionic distanc
and at some distances the conditions for the enhanceme
the electron energy are realized@15–19#. Due to this en-
hancement the electron energy may exceed the ioniza
potential~IP! of the system, which is mostly of the order o
tens of eV, resulting in the ionization of the system. T
MEDI process in small clusters composed of several atom
characterized by higher levels of energies as compare
those of diatomic molecules@4,19,20#. For example, the IP

of small multicharged rare-gas clusters Rgn
q1

~n'6 – 13,
q'4 – 8! is of the order of;100–200 eV. In spite of the
large IP values, the MEDI process in small clusters may a
be provided by the CREI mechanism, as was recently sh
by us@19#. Interesting results pertain to the classical dyna
ics simulation of the MEDI process in Ar6, Ar13, and Ar55
clusters, recently performed by Ditmire@21#. According to
PRA 601050-2947/99/60~3!/2215~7!/$15.00
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these results, in small Ar6 and Ar13 clusters the ionization of
individual ions is quickly followed by the removal of elec
trons from the cluster, which is in line with the CREI mech
nism. The picture is different in the intermediate size clus
Ar55 where the electrons removed from the individual io
are confined in and around the cluster for a relatively lo
time. Such behavior of the electrons contradicts the CR
mechanism and strongly indicates the presence of ano
ionization mechanism in large clusters.

In an intermediate (n;55) or large size (n.100) multi-
charged cluster the electrons are more strongly bound to
cluster than in a small (n<13) cluster, so that they nee
considerably higher energy~roughly E.200 eV for the
chargeq >2 per atom! in order to leave the cluster. Thi
energy may significantly exceed the height of the inner el
trostatic barriers, which are similar to those in molecules a
small clusters. Accordingly, these barriers, which are
prime importance in the CREI mechanism, cannot play a
crucial role in the process of electron energy enhancem
This is probably the case with the Ar55 cluster, according to
the results of Ditmire@21#. In a large multicharged cluste
composed of about;103 atoms, with the chargeq52 – 8
per atom, the IP is of the order of a few KeV and cons
quently the energy of the electrons which leave the cluste
of the same magnitude. Since the motion of such highly
ergetic electrons cannot be hindered by any inner barri
those energetic electrons are free to move inside the e
cluster. This motion may create the conditions for the e
hancement of the electron energy, as was recently show
us in the framework of a simple one-electron, on
dimensional model@14#. As in our previous work@14#, the
present study deals with the ionization of large xenon cl
ters Xen (n5500– 2000) to make contact with the expe
mental results of Hutchinsonet al. @6–11#. Ionization dy-
namics in huge Xen clusters (n;105), which results in
nanoplasma formation of x-ray emission@22#, is beyond the
scope of the present study.

II. INNER AND OUTER IONIZATION

In treating the ionization process in large clusters, one
to distinguish between the inner and the outer ionization p
cesses. Inner ionization corresponds to the removal of e
2215 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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2216 PRA 60ISIDORE LAST AND JOSHUA JORTNER
trons from their host atoms~ions! so that it determines the
chargeqI of the cluster ions. Outer ionization is manifest
by electron removal from the cluster to infinity so that
determines the total cluster chargeQ or the chargeq5Q/n
per atom and, consequently, the dynamics of the Coulo
explosion and the kinetic energy of the product atomic io
The chargesqI , Q, andq are presented here ine-charge units
and the number of unbound electrons per atom in the clu
is ne5qI2q, qI being the average ionic charge. The ele
trons generated by the inner ionization may continue th
motion, leave the cluster, and go to infinity, which corr
sponds to a process of one-stage cluster ionization. Howe
the inner ionization may also result in the generation of
bound~delocalized! electrons, which oscillate for some tim
inside the cluster or in its vicinity. In this case the out
ionization is expected to be realized by the removal to in
ity of these unbound electrons representing a process of
stage cluster ionization.

In a strong outer field the ionization of neutral atoms a
weakly charged ions can be realized by the suppressio
the inner electrostatic barriers of these atoms and i
@23,24#. Some of the electrons, which are removed from th
host atoms~ions!, can also leave the cluster if the outer ele
trostatic barrier, which is formed in the vicinity of a charge
cluster, is suppressed as well. The approximate condition
the suppression of the outer electrostatic barrier is

Q<
1

B
R2eF0 , ~1!

whereQ is the total cluster charge,R is the cluster radius~in
Å!, eF0 is the force amplitude~in eV/Å! of the outer~laser!
field F, andB514.385 eV/Å@14#. When Eq.~1! is fulfilled,
the inner ionization is immediately followed by the out
ionization realizing the one-stage process of cluster ion
tion. In the Xe1100 cluster, for example, Eq.~1! providesQ
<1190 for the force amplitudeeF0527.4 eV/Å @14#. It fol-
lows that the Xe1100 cluster loses its first;1100 electrons
~i.e., about one electron per atom! by the suppression of bot
inner and outer electrostatic barriers.

After a cluster becomes initially charged~most probably
due to the suppression of the electrostatic barriers! the inner
ionization may be provided by the ignition mechanis
@25,26#. This mechanism takes into account that in a char
cluster there is an inner Coulomb field, which may remo
electrons from ions by suppressing their inner electrost
barriers. In a uniformly charged cluster this field points
ward the cluster center and it is proportional to the to
cluster chargeQ. Consequently, the level of the inner ioniz
tion depends on the level of the outer cluster ionizati
namely the higher the chargeQ is, the larger the ionic
chargesqI are. For example, according to our analys
which was performed for the charged Xe1100 cluster in the
geometry of a neutral cluster, most of the cluster atoms
deprived of their 5p electrons (q156) when the initial total
cluster charge isQ'1100 ~q'1 per atom! @14#. When the
cluster charge increases toQ'2640 ~q'2.4 per atom!, the
ions located at the periphery are deprived of their twos
electrons, becoming highly charged Xe81 ions. Further in-
crease in the cluster charge results in the removal of
xenon 4d electrons@14#.
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If there is an effective mechanism of outer ionizatio
then the unbound electrons generated by the ignition me
nism are removed from the cluster, realizing the two-sta
process of cluster ionization. The outer ionization increa
the cluster charge and consequently strengthens the i
ionization, which generates new unbound electrons for
outer ionization process. Such a two-stage ionization proc
prevails when both the inner and outer ionizations are
progress. When the efficiency of either inner or outer ioni
tion is terminated, the process of electron removal from
cluster is switched off. The aim of the present study is
establish spatial, charge, and temporal limits for the clus
ionization process.

The cluster ionization described above takes into acco
only the ignition mechanism for the inner ionization. In a
dition to the ignition mechanism, the inelastic collision
energetic unbound electrons with ions may contribute to
inner ionization. The importance of the collisional ionizatio
will be discussed in the next section.

The complete simulation of the ionization process has
treat both inner and outer ionizations. It also has to treat
nuclear dynamics of the Coulomb explosion@2,20,27#. The
consideration of these electronic and nuclear processes
quires the treatment of the motion of three kinds of particl
the electrons bound to host ions, the unbound electrons,
the heavy particles~ions!. The most complicated problem
corresponds to the treatment of the inner ionization since
motion of the bound electrons inside ions~atoms! is of pro-
nounced quantum origin. In the available dynamical simu
tions of the cluster ionization, the bound electrons are
treated at all, and the inner ionization is described as
generation of unbound electrons by ions~atoms! when the
conditions for inner ionization are fulfilled@21,26#. The aim
of the present work is to study the outer ionization proc
by treating the dynamics of the cluster unbound electron

III. CLASSICAL DYNAMICS SIMULATION
OF THE IONIZATION PROCESS

In this work we study the ionization process in large v
der Waals clusters consisting of hundreds or thousand
atoms. In order to simplify the simulation of such large clu
ters, we decided to incorporate into our treatment a num
of approximations. We restrict our treatment to the probl
of the outer ionization of unbound electrons. It is expec
that these electrons are generated by the inner ionization
cess, but this process will not be considered in our simu
tion. Some estimates of the inner ionization efficiency w
be given in the Appendix. In the present study we shall
perform the simulation of the Coulomb explosion dynami
We do account, however, for the effects of Coulomb exp
sion by performing the simulation at different frozen nucle
configurations.

Consequently, we are only left with the problem of th
motion of the unbound electrons, both when linked to t
cluster and when removed from it. The number of these e
trons is assumed to be fixed in the time of the dynam
simulations. The inelastic scattering of the unbound electr
by ions and, in particular, the collisional ionization of the
ions, is neglected. These approximations impose serious
strictions on the problems which are treated by our dyna
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PRA 60 2217QUASIRESONANCE IONIZATION OF LARGE . . .
simulations. In particular, dealing with unbound electro
only, we imply the two-stage ionization process. Con
quently, we cannot study the cluster ionization from the v
beginning when the cluster is neutral or weakly charged
the cluster ionization corresponds to a one-stage proces

In a strong laser field an electron gains enough energ
ionize neutral atoms or weakly charged ions@28#. Since we
neglect the collisional ionization of ions by energetic u
bound electrons, we have to exclude from our treatment
clusters where this ionization process is of importance. T
collisional ionization cross sections can be estimated by
Lotz’s expression@29#. As applied to the ionization of the
i-fold ( i 5qI) ionized ion, this expression is

s i5a(
j 5 i

J

~1/KI j !ln~K/I j !, ~2!

wherea5450 (eV)2 Å 2, K is the kinetic energy of the im
pact electron,I j is the ionization potential of thej-fold ion-
ized ion (j > i ), andI J,K,I J1I . Thes i dependence onK
demonstrates a maximum:

~s i !max5
a

I ie
g (

j 5 i

J

~1/I j !, ~3!

where

g511S (
j 5 i 11

J

~1/I j !ln~ I j /I i !D Y (
j 5 i

J

~1/I j !. ~38!

The upper limitJ of the summarization in expressions~3! is
determined by the inequalities

(
j 5 i

J

~1/I j !@12 ln~ I J /I j !#.0,

(
j 5 i

J11

~1/I j !@12 ln~ I J11 /I j !#,0. ~4!

The kinetic energiesK of the unbound electrons in the clu
ter are expected to be widely spread so that it is not usefu
estimates for concreteK values. Taking this into accoun
we estimate only the maximal cross sections here@presented
by Eq. ~3!# and consequently the lower limits of the coll
sional ionization free pathsl min5(smaxNa)

21, with Na
50.017 Å23 being the atomic density of the Xen clusters. In
the case of the Xe1 ion (qI5 i 51), the free path was found
to be l min590 Å. This l value is comparable to the cluste
diameter, which in then;1000 cluster is 2Rc'50 Å. It in-
dicates the effective contribution of the collisional ionizati
process in a cluster composed of single charged ions.
collisional ionization free path increases tol min5810 Å for
the Xe51 ion ~5p5s2 outer shell! and to l min51600 Å for
Xe61

~5s2 outer shell!. In the case of the Xe51 ion, the condition
l @2Rc is fulfilled and the ionization probability during on
cluster crossing is really very small. However, since
characteristic frequency of motion of the unbound electr
in a multicharged cluster is about 1 fs21, an unbound elec-
tron may cross the cluster more than 10 times before lea
s
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it @14#. Consequently, in Xe51 clusters the collisional ioniza
tion may be of some importance, although we expect it to
limited. In clusters composed of Xe61 and of higher charge
ions, the collisional ionization may most probably be n
glected, so we decided to restrict our treatment to clus
with ionic chargeqI>6 per atom.

In our approach, the dynamics simulation only allows
to study the effect of laser field and cluster parameters on
outer ionization efficiency and to analyze the mechanism
this ionization. In order to mimic the Coulomb explosion
the framework of the frozen geometry approach, the dyna
ics simulation was performed not only for the neutral clus
geometry but also for expanded geometries. We suggest
that the ignition mechanism of the inner ionization is suf
ciently effective to provide unbound electrons. This sugg
tion imposes restrictions on the cluster size since the e
ciency of the ignition mechanism becomes low in sm
clusters composed of several or tens of atoms. In our tr
ment we consider clusters composed of hundreds or th
sands of atoms where the ignition mechanism, accordin
our analysis, is highly effective~see the Appendix!.

In treating the dynamics of unbound electrons, one ne
to take into account the electron-electron interaction and
electron interaction with the ions and with the outer~laser!
field. In order to prevent a steep increase in the electr
electron repulsion forces at very small distancesr, which
may result in the violation of energy conservation, a smoo
ing term is included into the electron-electron potential:

Ue-e5
B

Ar 21r 0
2

. ~5!

The smoothing parameter of the potential~5! is taken asr 0
2

50.37 Å2. This value was chosen as the minimal smooth
parameter which does not violate the energy conservatio

The potential of the electron-ion interaction is express
as a sum of the Coulomb attractive potential and a sh
range repulsive term

Ue-I52
BqI

r
1

C

r h . ~6!

The task of the repulsive term withh56 is dual: it prevents
the electron penetration into the region of very high Co
lomb forces, which may result in the violation of the ener
conservation, and simulates the elastic scattering of the
bound electrons on ion electrons. Here we do not apply
exponential repulsive term, which is used in the case
electron-neutral atom interaction@30,31#, since in the case o
multicharged ions such a term may not prevent the pene
tion of energetic electrons into the region of very high Co
lomb forces. The short-range 1/r 6 term prevents such a pen
etration and provides the energy conservatio
Unfortunately, direct data concerning the repulsive term
the electron-multicharged ion interaction are not availab
We can get some idea about the range of the repulsive t
from the size of the outer electronic shell of the ion. The s
of the electronic shells can be estimated, although v
roughly, by using the Slater rules@32#. These rules provide
the average radiusr av5^r 2&1/251.66 Å for the outer 5s or-
bital of the Xe61 ion. Taking into account the presence
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2218 PRA 60ISIDORE LAST AND JOSHUA JORTNER
two 5s electrons in the Xe61 ion, we suggest that the tota
force of the potential@Eq. ~6!# becomes zero (dUe2I /dr
50) at a distancer 051.15r av. This condition providesC
5410 eV Å6. In the Xe81 ion the average radius of the out
shell 4d is very small,r av50.67 Å, so that the elastic sca
tering is expected to be negligible. As mentioned above,
repulsive term cannot be neglected because of the prob
of energy conservation. However, in order to avoid the v
lation of energy conservation, we introduce a repulsive te
with a small coefficient ofC536 eV Å6 in the case of the
Xe81 ion, as well as for ions with higher charge. Accordin
to our calculations, the dynamics simulation results dep
weakly on theC parameter.

The outer laser field force is

eF5eF0 cos~2pnt1w0!, ~7!

whereF is the field strength,n is the laser light frequency
and w0 is the initial phase. In the present dynamic simu
tions the laser light power is constant and equal
1016W/cm2, which corresponds to the field force amplitud
of eF0527.45 eV/Å. There is no need to take the real sha
of the laser pulse into account as the simulation is perform
here for relatively short time intervals, mostly 10 fs, a
without considering the initial stages of the laser irradiat
when the laser pulse power increases sharply.

IV. SIMULATIONS RESULTS

Dynamic simulations have been performed for mu
charged clusters Xe531, Xe1061, and Xe2093 ~neutral cluster
radii R0518.9, 24.5, and 30.4 Å, respectively, interatom
distanced54.33 Å! and in a wide range of ionic charge
(qI56 – 30) and cluster expansion radii (R/R051 – 4). The
cluster of a given radius is assumed to be of a uniform d
sity, in spite of the fact that in the expanded cluster
density is smaller on the periphery than in the center du
Coulomb explosion@20#. It is also assumed that all ions be
the same fixed chargeqI and that the unbound electrons a
initially distributed, att50, inside the cluster in a uniform
way and with zero kinetic energy. It is important to note th
the initial conditiont50 does not mark the beginning of th
cluster irradiation but rather the onset of the dynamic p
cesses in an initially ionized cluster. Taking the electron
ergy to be zero att50, we neglect the heating of these ele
trons during the previous period of cluster irradiation.

The ionization rates are given by the number of remov
electrons per fs during the first 10 fs of the simulation. Wh
the ionization rate varies strongly during the simulation tim
the maximal ionization rate value is taken as the represe
tive value. The dependence of the ionization rates on
laser light frequencyn is presented in Fig. 1 for Xe531 and
Xe1061 clusters. The most interesting feature of the data p
sented in Fig. 1 is manifested by the pronounced maxim
the ionization rates. The increase of the cluster radius sh
these maxima to lower frequencies and increases t
height. When the cluster radiusR is twice as large as the
neutral geometry radiusR0 , the ionization rates in the Xe81

clusters become large, with about 350–450 electrons b
removed per fs@Fig. 1~b!#. The ionization rates in the Xe1061
and Xe531 clusters are similar. The comparison of the Xe531
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qI58 ionization rates for the number of unbound electro
ne52 andne51 per atom@Fig. 1~a!# shows that the ioniza-
tion rate is roughly proportional tone . In the geometry of a
neutral cluster (R5R0) the ionization rate maxima lie in the
UV region, i.e.,n'1.4 fs21 @Fig. 1~a!#. In the IR frequency
interval of n50.3– 0.4 fs21, where cluster ionization experi
ments are usually performed, the ionization efficiency is v
low. Only after the cluster expands to the radiusR52R0 are
the maxima shifted to the IR region and the ionization r
becomes very high@Fig. 1~b!#. In the Xe2093 cluster the ion-
ization efficiency is high in the expanded geometry ofR
52R0 for qI58 andR52.8R0 for qI518, as in the Xe531
and Xe1061 clusters.

The dependence of the ionization efficiency on the clus
radiusR is presented in Fig. 2 for the laser light frequency
n50.386 fs21 ~such laser frequency was used in the clus
ionization experiments of Ref.@10#!. The ionization effi-
ciency of Fig. 2 is determined as the percentage of unbo

FIG. 1. The ionization rate dependence on laser frequencyn for
Xen (n5531,1061) clusters. The ionization rate is determined
the number of electrons removed from the cluster in 1 fs~see text!.
qI , ions charge;ne , the initial number of unbound electrons pe
atom;R/R0 , cluster radius in units of the neutral cluster radiusR0 .
~a! qI58, ~b! ne51, R/R052.
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PRA 60 2219QUASIRESONANCE IONIZATION OF LARGE . . .
electrons, which are removed from the cluster during the fi
10 fs of the simulation. As in the case of the ionization ra
frequency dependence~Fig. 1!, the ionization efficiency size
dependence also shows maxima, at least in highly cha
clusters composed of Xe181 ions. The clusters composed o
Xe61 and Xe81 ions do not show maxima~Fig. 2! since they
exhibit saturation effects at largeR, with their ionization ef-
ficiency being close to 100% in a wide interval of the clus
radii R.

The presence of maxima in the ionization rate depende
on light frequency~Fig. 1! and in the ionization efficiency
dependence on the cluster radius~Fig. 2! strongly favors the
quasiresonance mechanism for the ionization of large c
ters. The physical interpretation of the quasiresonance
ization ~QRI! mechanism in these clusters is straightforwa
In the absence of the outer field, the unbound electron
large multicharged clusters oscillate inside the entire clus
When the average frequencyne of the electron oscillations in
the entire cluster is close to the light frequencyn, the qua-
siresonance conditions are met and the energy of electro
enhanced resulting in the increase of the outer ioniza
efficiency. According to our results for the light frequen
n50.386 fs21 ~Fig. 2!, the ionization efficiency is low at the
initial geometry of the neutral cluster, since in this geome
ne@n and the quasiresonance conditions are not fulfill
However, after the cluster becomes initially ionized, its
dius R begins to increase, due to the Coulomb explosi
which results in the decrease in the electron frequencyne .
At some radiusR, when the quasiresonance conditions a
satisfied (ne;n), the outer ionization efficiency become
high. In the case of strongly charged ions withqI518, for
example, the ionization efficiency maxima are reached
R'2.2, 2.5, and 2.9 Å for Xe531, Xe1061, and Xe2091clusters,
respectively~Fig. 2!. Such increase in the cluster size m
occur, according to our estimates, on the time scale of 15
fs @14,19#.

The decrease of the electron oscillation frequencyne ,
which leads to the quasiresonance energy enhanceme
caused in large clusters by the decrease of the cluster ch

FIG. 2. The ionization level dependence on the cluster rad
R/R0 ~see caption of Fig. 1!. The ionization level is presented as th
percentage of the unbound electrons removed from the cluster in
first 10 fs of the simulation. The initial number of unbound ele
trons isne51 per atom, the laser frequency beingn50.386 fs21.
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density and the increase of the electron oscillations am
tude. Such a mechanism of energy enhancement is c
pletely distinct from that of the CREI mechanism, whic
considers the electron oscillations between neighboring i
and contributes the decrease of the frequencyne of these
oscillations to the effect of the inner potential barrier@17–
19#.

The dependence of the ionization efficiency on the io
chargeqI is presented in Fig. 3. The ionization efficienc
was found to decrease slowly in the region of largeqI , so
that even highly charged clusters composed of ions withqI
520– 30 may still lose unbound electrons. Our results, ho
ever, do not answer the question of whether such hig
charged ions can really be provided by the inner ionizati
In order to answer this question, we estimated the limits
the inner ionization efficiency. According to our estimate
performed in the Appendix, the maximal charges of the io
produced by the ignition mechanism of the inner ionizati
are moderately low. In the case of the Xe1061 cluster in the
expanded geometry radiusR52R0 , for example, the maxi-
mal ionic charge isqI510 ~see the Appendix!, whereas the
outer ionization is still effective for much higher ioni
charges ofqI'18 ~Fig. 3!. A further increase in the cluste
size, which leads to the increase of the outer ionization e
ciency~Fig. 2!, diminishes the inner ionization efficiency.
follows that the inner ionization constitutes the ‘‘bottleneck
for the cluster ionization process.
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APPENDIX

We will estimate the limits of the inner ionization pro
vided by the ignition mechanism. The condition of the inn
ionization, according to the ignition mechanism, is the su
pression of a potential barrier which keeps an electron ins
its host ion@25#. In the i-fold ionized ion this barrier is sup
pressed if the absolute value of the inner potential maxim
Ui is larger than the ionization potentialI i :

s

he

FIG. 3. The ionization level dependence on the ions chargeqI

for ne51 andn50.386 fs21 ~see captions of Figs. 1 and 2!.
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2220 PRA 60ISIDORE LAST AND JOSHUA JORTNER
u~Ui !maxu.I i . ~A1!

In order to find (Ui)max, let us consider a bound electro
located on a line which connects its host ion with the clus
center. In the case of a uniformly charged cluster~total
chargeQ5nq) and the outer~laser! field F5F0 directed
toward the cluster center, the potential of this electron is

U~r !52
BqI

r
2

BQI

RI
2 r 2eF0r , ~A2!

wherer is the electron-host ion distance,qI5 i 11 is the host
ion charge~after the electron is removed!, RI is the host ion
distance from the cluster center, andQI is the total charge of
ions and unbound electrons located inside theRI radius
sphere. Eq.~A2! implies r !RI . Assuming the distancer to
be small compared to the interionic distanced (r !d),
where the interionic distance is much smaller thanRI
(d!RI), the chargeQI can be approximately expressed a

QI5nqS RI

R D 3S 12
d

2RI
D 3

, ~A3!

whereR is the cluster radius. Assuming also that the ou
field eF0 is much smaller than the one generated by
chargeQI field, we obtain the following expression for th
maximum of the potential in Eq.~A2!:
J
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uUmaxu5
2BAnqqI

R S RI

R D 1/2S 12
3d

4RI
1 f D , ~A4!

where

f 5
eF0R3

2BnqRI
. ~A5!

The estimates of the maximal ionization levels which s
isfy the criterion~A1! were performed for the Xe1061 cluster
with the chargeq5qI21 per atom~the number of unbound
electronsne51 per atom!. The ionization potentialsI i were
taken from Refs.@33,34#.

According to our estimates, in the neutral cluster geo
etry the maximal ion charge which satisfies the criterion~A1!
is as large asqI524. However, the cluster cannot be strong
ionized atR5R0 ~Fig. 2!. Only atR.R0 does the efficiency
of the outer ionization begin to increase, but at the same t
the maximal ion chargeqI provided by the criterion~A1!
decreases. Thus it isqI514 andqI510 for R51.5R0 and
R52R0 , respectively.

Our estimates are based on the assumption of the unif
distribution of the cluster charge. Fluctuations of the cha
distribution may contribute to a little higher level of inne
ionization. High-level inner ionization may be provided b
collisional electron ionization, however the cross section
this process for highly charged ions is very small@see Eq.
~3!#.
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